LET’S KEEP THOSE MEMORIES!

As I celebrate the 40th anniversary of MSSD I can tell you how quickly the years go by
and how I cherish the photos, videos and memories I have made over the years as a
mom of a dancer, a grandma of dancers and as the very lucky teacher of so many
children that have become a part of the MSSD family! Many of you waltzed through my
doors as little dancers and now come running through my doors with your own
children!
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP PHOTOS: At our dress rehearsals we will have a
photographer available to take individual portraits of the dancers and we will take a
photo of each group in their costumes. Order forms will be provided for you and there
are a variety of packages for you to choose!
DVD RECORDINGS: We have a professional camera crew at each recital to capture the
magic of our dancers as they take the stage. Not only do these recording serve as
wonderful memories but the dancers spend hours watching the recitals and often learn
from watching the advanced dancers and allow them to see if they want to try another
form of dance!
With the advancement of technology; this year I am trying to see if we can get the
option of having the shows put on a flash drive as well as offering the DVDs. When I get
the final costs for this I will email the information to all of you so you can order your
copy.
You can pre-order and then wait until the recitals to select the show you would like!
RECITAL SHIRTS & TROPHIES: We will also have available t shirts with our recital logo
that will have all of the dancer’s names on the back as well as our 2020 recital trophies!
Samples of these items will be at the studio soon!

